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Abstract
Wind power is one of the most popular renewable energy resources in the world.
However, the variability of wind power leads to a situation in which a wind turbine
only system cannot exist. Optimization of wind power flow dispatch is a long term
work. And the variable wind generation in optimal power flow dispatching by
mathematical model is an initial step in the operational process. It is because that the
mathematical module in simulation software is almost no cost, simple and easy to go.
The assumption in this thesis is that wind turbine is sited in the same location as the
Plymouth.[8] The cost of being sited in a research different location and long distance
power transmission will be discussed as future research.

The optimization modeling is built using Scilab simulation. Scilab is an engineering
simulation software, and Scialb is similar with MATLAB. The characteristic of Scilab
is the open source coding. It is means users can coding program by using Scilab
languages as their requirement. To built a network, the equation of different cost has
been distinguished, which include the thermal only system cost as a test system, and
the wind power cost. The variable value of wind information is set as wind turbine
scheduled power rather than wind speed. For a given system, the scheduled power can
be calculated from wind speed, however, the wind speed calculation is not an
important part of this paper, and it is only briefly discussed.
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This study present a method to incorporate, the variable wind generation in optimal
power flow dispatching and can find the best power set up by calculating scheduled
power of wind turbine and generators power. The fact work of intermittent wind
generation in optimal power flow dispatching will be talk with the result analysis. For
the result of the simulation, the program can calculate a best power flow dispatch
which has the lowest average cost in a given network.

Key words: Power distribution ,Wind histograms, Optimal program
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Glossary
ESWP----- Expected surplus wind power
EDWP------ Expected deficit wind power
C-----Cost
P----- Active power
Q-----Reactive power
V-----Voltage
X-----Inductance
WECS-----Wind energy conversion system
DFIG-----Doubly fed induction generators
OWOG system-----One Wind One Generator system (One wind turbine and one
thermal generator system)
WOTG system-----One Wind Three Generator system (One wind turbine and three
thermal generator system)
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Background
Introduction

Wind power has low energy density and reliability. There is a very important value
called the efficiency of wind power plant. The efficiency of wind power plant is equal
to actual wind power plant output divided by predict wind power plant output. The
average efficiency of a wind power plant in China is about 75%; while in other
countries efficiencies of power plant can reach 95% to 98%. The causes for low
efficiency of power plant include the difference between wind resource estimates and
reality, and imprecise data on which to base wind turbine selection. Optimizing a
wind power system is very important. For a given system and location wind resource
information, optimizing the power flow dispatch in this thesis is aim to compare
different power dispatch for each wind turbines and thermal generators, and find the
best power flow dispatch which has the lowest average cost. Increasing the
efficiencies of wind turbines and directly reducing the ratio of wind power plant input
to output will lead to increasing use of wind turbines in electrical networks. Including
the effects of intermittent wind generation in the optimal power flow dispatch
problem is one possible approach to increasing wind power use.

Wind power is one of the most popular renewable resources in the world. There is no
cost for using the raw material of the wind energy resource in a wind energy
conversion system(WECS) [1]. Wind power uses air flow through a turbine to
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produce electricity. Wind power is a popular renewable resource because it is clean
and incessant. However, the variability of wind power creates problems for achieving
efficient and reliable power generation.

While variable wind speeds can still

produce stable power when using devices such as Doubly Fed Induction
Generators(DFIG), large variations in wind speed can have detrimental effects on the
grid, and an alternative supply is needed when there is no wind at all, or when high
winds could damage the turbine.

There are several renewable resources that are regarded as possible successors to
carbon resources. But the variability of these renewable resources power has limited
their widespread adoption. In particular, wind resources are affected by climate. On
the other hand, the demand of carbon resources affects climate. Benjamin referred in
his report:
''The IEA projects strong demand in China and India to push coal use upward so far
that it accounts for 73 percent of global electricity supply by 2030,
with energy-related CO2 emissions jumping 57 percent as a result.
The IEA calculates that total greenhouse gas emissions will increase
137 percent from today’s level over the same period.'' [2]
Overcoming the variability of wind power is regarded as a very important
technological problem. A number of energy supply systems have been designed in
incorporating a wind power sub-system with the generator system. By tracking the
variability of wind power generation, an energy supply system can be redesigned to
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use this information such that the overall cost of the supply can be reduced to a
fraction of its original cost [3].

In this thesis, Scilab will calculated the best power flow dispatch and given the power
number for each wind turbines and thermal generators. Scilab offer a reference cost
that depends on the time of wind resource information. The program in this thesis
cannot offer the detailed cost, because there is no detailed time input. I have set only
one wind turbine in the program, because the input of wind resource information is
not changed for a same location.
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An overview of global wind power development

The global cumulative installed wind capacity has increased from 7,600 MW in 1997
to 369,553 MW in 2014. The average amount of increase is about 24% per year.
According to Steve Sawyer, Secretary General of the Global Wind Energy Council:
"Asia still led global markets, but with North America a close second, and Europe not
far behind" [9].

OPF model

The optimal power flow (OPF) is a calculation method which is using for estimating
cost of power. [2] Its aim is to reduce the cost of generation to the minimum possible
value. It does this by finding the optimal allocation (dispatch) of power between the
generators in a power network for given load demand. A challenging OPF problem is
to find the optimal allocation when some supplies cannot be guaranteed, such as a
supply based on wind power.

In the past, OPF only used power cost models for thermal power plants. However, in
this thesis, the OPF concept will be extended to include wind power plant models that
take into account the effects of the intermittency of wind. The OPF algorithm, and the
cost models for thermal and wind power plants, will be written in Scilab, which is a
similar language to MATLAB.
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Aim of the project

This thesis will develop a mathematical model for a wind farm that will incorporate
the effects of random wind variations. As a simple example, there is only one wind
turbine in my assumption wind farm. It is because the input of wind resource
information is not changed for a same location and there is no need to set more wind
turbine in the assumption. In addition to this model, the other objectives of this thesis
are


To write an OPF algorithm in the Scilab language.



To incorporate the wind model into the OPF program.



To test the algorithm for a range of thermal/wind power configurations, and for
different wind turbine characteristics
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Economic Dispatch with variable Generation
The original economic dispatch problem can be formulated mathematically as:
Find {PGi;i=1,...,NGen} to minimize
CT ≜ ∑NGen
i=1 Ci (PGi )

Equation

1[1]

Where
Ct is the total cost of this equation.
This equation means that the cost of generators is the summation of cost of each
generators. Cost of each generators is the a function of the power of generators. NGen
is the number of generator. Subject to the constraint that total generated power equals
total load power:
∑NGen
i=1 PGi = PD

Equation 2[1]

where PD = ∑Ll=1 PDL
The cost to operate a thermal electricity generator is given by Saadat and it has shown
below.
Ci = ai + bi PGi + ci PGi 2

Equation 3[6]

The equation is a quadratic function of the generated power. The equality constraint
can be handled by adding an extra term to the cost function, as was done earlier in
equation (1), so equations (2) and (3) are replaced by the unconstrained cost function
NGen
2
CT = ∑NGen
i=1 (a i + bi PGi + ci PGi ) + K × (PD − ∑i=1 PGi )

2

Equation

4[1]

If wind generators are included on the grid then the cost function is modified to
2
NWind
NWind
CT = ∑NGen
CWi (PWi ) + K × (PD − ∑NGen
PWi )
i=1 (ai + bi PGi + ci PGi ) + ∑i=1
i=1 PGi − ∑i=1

Where:
N is the number of generator(Gen) and Wind turbine(Wind);

2

Equation 5[1]
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PGi is the scheduled power of No.i generator.;
PWi is the scheduled power of No.1 wind turbine.

The cost to a power utility to use wind power will need to include the following
components:
1. Payment by the power transmission utility to the wind farm operator, unless
the windfarm is owned by the utility; the amount of wind power is predicted
by weather forecasts.
2. The cost to outsource power in the short term, either from reserves or from
other energy suppliers, when the wind power is less than expected.
3. The penalty cost in not using all the available wind power; this may be zero if
the utility owned the wind farm.

The cost of total system during the scheduled power has been shown below:
N
N
N
∑M
i Ci (pi ) + ∑i Cwj (wi ) + ∑i Cp,wj (Wi,av − wi ) + ∑i Cr,w,j (wi − Wi,mav )

Equation

6[1]

Note: This equation is based on the power of generators and wind turbines, not the
wind speed. Although the power of wind turbine is almost content after the wind
speed is higher than the rated wind speed before cut-out speed. But the highest wind
speed cannot keep as long as middle wind speed. So the scheduled power of a day of
highest speed cell is lower than the scheduled power of rated power speed.

Where Ci and Cwj are the relevant cost coefficients; Cr,w,j is a measure of the
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possible surplus of actual wind power over predicted(dispatched) wind power; Cp,w,j
is a measure of the likely deficit of actual wind power below the wind power. As wind
is an variable source, wind power can be treated as a stochastic process, and Cr,w,j
and Cp,w,j are measures of the probabilities of surplus and deficit, for a given
dispatched level Pwi.

Assume that a dispatch value Pwi is set K0 apply over a given period of time. Also
assume that over this time the available wind power probability density function from
wind turbine is fw(Wi). The error measure Cr,w,j given in equation 6 could then take
the form of an expected value.[5] In practice, the probability density functions can be
replaced by histograms of historical data. For example, measurement of available
wind power over a period of time may lead to histogram shown in figure 3 at Page 36.

In this histogram, the continuous power levels have been segmented into a finite
number of cells: each cell defines a range of power, and the height of the cell defines
the amount of time spent in that cell; in order to be used as a probability function, the
time spent in each cell has been divided by the total time over which have the data
was recorded. In this way the total area of the cells is 1. Note that the cells that
correspond to powers that exceed the rated power are cells in which no power is
actually delivered because the turbines would have shut down to prevent damage, but
the time periods for these even still need to be included in the probability function.
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ED model
N
N
N
∑M
i Ci (pi ) + ∑i Cwj (wi ) + ∑i Cp,wj (Wi,av − wi ) + ∑i Cr,w,j (wi − Wi,mav )

Equation

6[1]

Subject to
Pi,min ≤ Pi ≤ Pi,max

Equation 7[1]

0 ≤ wi ≤ wr,i

Equation 8[1]

N
∑M
i Pi + ∑i wi = L

Equation 9[1]

"Where
M= number of conventional power generators;
N= number of wind-powered generators;
pi= power from the ith conventional generator;
wi= scheduled wind power from the ith wind-powered generator;
Wi,av= available wind power from the ith wind-powered generator. This is a random
variable, with a value range of 0 ≤ Wi, av ≤ wr and probabilities varying with the
given pdf. We considered Weibull pdf for wind variation;
wr,i= rated wind power from the ith wind-powered generator;
Ci= cost function for the ith conventional generator;
Cr.w,j= cost function for the ith wind-powered generator. This factor will typically
take the form of a payment to the wind farm operator for the wind-generated power
actually used;
Cp,w,j = penalty cost function for not using all available power from the ith
wind-powered generator;
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Cr,w,i = required reserve cost function, relating to uncertainty of wind power. This is
effectively a penalty associated with the overestimation of the available wind power;
L= system load and losses."[1]
Ci (pi ) =

ai
2

p2i + bi pi + ci

Equation 10[1]

"Where
ai,bi, and ci are cost coefficients for the ith conventional energy source."[1]

Cwj (wi ) = di wi

Equation 11[1]

"where
di is the direct cost coefficient for the ith wind generator."[1]
w

Cp,wj (Wi,av − wi ) = k p,i (Wi,av − wi ) = k p,i ∫w r,i(w − wi )fW(w)dw Equation
i

12[1]

"Where
kp,i =penalty cost(underestimation) coefficient for the ith wind generator;
fW(w)= WECS wind power PDF."[1]
w

Cr,w,i (wi − Wi,av ) = k r,i (wi − Wi,av ) = k r,i ∫0 i (w − wi )fW(w)dw
13[1]

"Where
kp,i =penalty cost(underestimation) coefficient for the ith wind generator;"[1]

Wind Generator Operating Costs

Equation
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The cost to operate a particular wind energy system is given by the sum of three
components[5]:
CW = Cd (W) + Cp (w − W) + Cr (W − w)

Equation 14[1]

where
W is the scheduled power and w is the available power;
Cd is the direct cost of deriving power from the generators in order to deliver the
scheduled amount
of power – this cost could be small as fuel costs are zero, or it could be much larger if
the utility is
paying an independent wind farm for the energy;
Cp is the penalty cost function of not using the available power;
Cr is the reserve cost function, which is the cost of covering demand (by drawing on
reserves, for example) when w is less than W;

The direct cost is usually assumed to be a linear function of the wind power that is
scheduled:
Cd = k d W

Equation 15[1]

where kd is the direct cost coefficient that scales the power value into monetary units
Cp and Cr represent the additional costs to the utility caused by the variability of the
wind source that causes the actual generated power to vary above or below the
scheduled power. The available wind can be treated as a random variable with a
probability density function fW(w). This function can be estimated by taking wind
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power measurements over a period of time at the location of the wind generator.
Often this data is represented in the form of a histogram, as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Wind histogram example
The histogram divided the data into cells. The height of each cell represents the
amount of time that the generator spends in delivering power in the corresponding
power range. For example, the generator spends f2 units of time in delivering power
between W1 and W2. The area in each cell is a measure of the probability that the
generator delivers power in that power range. For example, the probability that the
generator delivers power in the range W1 and W2 is
p2 = f2 × (W2 − W1 )

Equation 16[1]

In fact, to be a measure of probability, the total area of all cells must equal 1.0. This
can be achieved by dividing all cell areas by the total area of all cells:
f ×(W −W

)

pi = ∑iNC (Wi −Wi−1 )
i=0

i

i−1

Equation 17[1]

where NC is the number of cells in the histogram. (NC = 6 in figure 1).
It is also possible to derive a mathematical model for the power distribution function,
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such as the Weibull PDF used in Hetzer.[1]
If the wind power has a PDF given by fW(w) then the expected penalty cost in
underestimating the wind power can be written as
W

Cp (w − W) = k p ∫W rated(w − W) fW (w)dw

Equation

18[1]

where kp is the penalty cost coefficient that converts the expected surplus in available
wind power
into monetary units, and Wrated is the maximum (rated) power of the generator.
The reserve cost due to overestimating the wind power is given by
W

Cp (w − W) = k r ∫0 (w − W) fW (w)dw

Equation

19[1]

where kr is the reserve penalty cost coefficient.
These cost functions will be incorporated into an overall cost function that will need
to be minimised in order to find the optimal economic dispatch for all generators.
During the
optimization process, the integrals in equations 18 and 19 will need to be calculated
for different
values of W (the scheduled power from the wind generator) until a value for W is
found that is part
of the overall optimal solution.

Reserve Costs

The next step is to develop an algorithm that can calculate the expected values given
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by equations
18 and 19. We will assume that the wind power data is in the form of a histogram.
Consider the
case shown in figure 1, where the scheduled power is indicated in the figure as W. For
this

particular case, the expected value for the reserve cost is given by

w1

w2

w

Cp = k r [∫ (W − w)f1 dw + ∫ (W − w)f2 dw + ∫ (W − w)f3 dw]
w0

w1

w2

w

w

w

0

1

2

=k r [f1 ∫w 1(W − w)dw + f2 ∫w 2(W − w)dw + f3 ∫w (W − w)dw]
1

=k r [f1 [Ww − 2 w 2 ]

W1
w0

1

+ f2 [Ww − 2 w 2 ]

1

1

W2
w1

1

+ f3 [Ww − 2 w 2 ]

w
w2

]

1

=k r [f1 [WW1 − 2 W12 ] + f2 [(WW2 − 2 W22 ) − (WW1 − 2 W12 )] + f3 [(W 2 −
1
2

1

W 2 ) − (WW2 − ⋯ 2 W22 )]]

Equation

20

Equation 20 can be used as a guide for writing a program that calculates the expected
value Cp.
First, the wind power histogram is entered as a matrix. Row i of the matrix contains
information on
the ith cell: columns 1 and 2 hold the start and end power levels for that cell, Wi-1 and
Wi respectively,
and column 3 holds the probability value of that cell, fi . The case for 6 cells is shown
in equation 21.
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W0
W1
W2
𝐇=
W3
W4
[W5

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6 ]

Equation 21

For a given scheduled power W, the algorithm for calculating the expected penalty is
Given kp, NC, H and W;
n = 1;
Cp=0;
while ((W > H(n,2)) and (n ≤ NC))
Cp = Cp + H(n,3)*[(W*H(n,2)- 0.5*H2(n,2)) – (W*H(n,1) – 0.5*H2(n,1))]
n = n+1;
end
Cp = Cp + H(n,3)*[0.5*W2 – (W*H(n,1) – 0.5*H2(n,1))]
Cp =kp*Cp
The algorithm first computes the probabilities associated will all the complete cells,
and then computes the fractional probability of the cell that includes the scheduled
power W (cell 3 in the case of figure 1). Notice that the algorithm will encounter a
problem if the scheduled power is set higher than the largest available power value,
which might happen during an optimization search. Specifically, if W > H(NC,3) then
the loop will eventually test for NC+1, which will give an error. It is important that
the scheduled power value W is less than the maximum power of the cell number
n = NC. Usually there would be a limit placed on W so that it cannot exceed the rated
power of the generator, and usually this value would be less than the maximum
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available wind power. In case this limit is nor set, there are a number of ways to avoid
the programming error. One way is to include a final cell that has a very large upper
power limit, with probability zero. This solution is
shown in equation 22 for the case of 6 original cells, which now becomes 7 cells.
W0 W1
W1 W2
W2 W3
H = W3 W4
W4 W5
W5 W6
[W6 large

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
0]

Equation 22

Penalty Costs

The expected value for the penalty cost is given by equation 18, which is repeated as
equation 23.
W

Cp (w − W) = k p ∫W rated(w − W) fW (w)dw

Equation

23[1]

When a histogram is used to represent the PDF, then the integral becomes a sequence
of
summations, similar to equation 20:
w3

w4

w5

Cp = k p [∫ (w − W)f3 dw + ∫ (w − W)f4 dw + ∫ (w − W)f5 dw
w

w3

w4

w6

+ ∫ (w − W)f6 dw]
w5

w

w

w

w

3

4

5

=k p [f3 ∫w 3(w − W)dw + f4 ∫w 4(w − W)dw + f5 ∫w 5(w − W)dw + f6 ∫w 6(w −
W)dw]
1

=k p [f3 [2 w 2 − Ww]

W3
w

1

+ f4 [2 w 2 − Ww]

W4
w3

1

+ f5 [2 w 2 − Ww]

w5
w4

1

+ f6 [2 w 2 −
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Ww]
1

w6
w3

]

1

1

1

=k p [f3 [(2 W32 − WW3 ) − (2 W 2 − W 2 )] + f4 [(2 W42 − WW4 ) − (2 W32 −
1

1

1

WW4 )] + ⋯ f5 [(2 W52 − WW5 ) − (2 W42 − WW4 )] + f6 [(2 W62 − WW6 ) −
1

(2 W52 − WW5 )]]

Equation 24

The algorithm for computing both the reserve cost and the penalty cost is given
below.
Given kp, kr, NC, H and W;
n = 1;
Cp=0;
Cr=0;
while ((W > H(n,2)) and (n ≤ NC))
Cp = Cp + H(n,3)*[(W*H(n,2)- 0.5*H2(n,2)) – (W*H(n,1) – 0.5*H2(n,1))]
n = n+1;
end
Cp = Cp + H(n,3)*[0.5*W2 – (W*H(n,1) – 0.5*H2(n,1))]
Cr = H(n,3)*[(0.5*H2(n,2) – W*H(n,2))+ 0.5*W2]
while (n ≤ NC)
Cr = Cr + H(n,3)*[(0.5*H2(n,2) – W*H(n,2)) – (0.5*H2(n,1) – W*H(n,1))]
n = n+1;
end
Cp =kp*Cp
Cr= Kr*Cr
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The code includes a sample histogram. Notice that only one cell of the histogram has
a probability value. This will allow for easy hand calculations to check for errors in
the program.

Wind Generator Operating Cost
Recall the original economic dispatch problem:
Find {PGi; i = 1, … , NGen } to minimize subject to the constraint that total
generated power equals total load power:
The cost to operate a thermal electricity generator is usually modelled as a quadratic
function of the power that is generated, such that the equality constraint can be
handled by adding an extra term to the cost function, so equations 4 are replaced by
the unconstrained cost function If wind generators are included on the grid then the
cost function is modified to where NGen is the total number of thermal generators,
NWind is the total number of wind turbines, and CWi is the cost to run the ith wind
turbine.
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Economic dispatch with intermittent generation

The cost to a power utility to use wind power will need to include the following
components:
1. payment for scheduled power by the power transmission utility to the wind farm
operator, unless the wind farm is owned by the utility; the amount of wind power is
predicted by weather forecasts.
2. The cost to outsource power in the short term, either from reserves or from other
energy suppliers, when the wind power is less than expected.
3. The penalty cost does not use most of the W; this may be zero if the
utility owns the wind farm.
From these considerations, the cost to operate the ith wind energy generator is given
by the sum of three components (Hetzer et al 2008):

The direct cost function is usually assumed to be a linear function of the wind power
that is scheduled:
where kdi is the direct cost coefficient that scales the scheduled power value into
monetary units.
Cpi and Cri represent the additional costs to the utility caused by the variability of the
wind source that causes the actual generated power to vary above or below the
scheduled power. Assume that the dispatched power WDi is set to apply at a given
point in time. The available power of wind should be treated as a random value with a
probability density function fW(wi), as shown in figure 2. WRi indicates the rated
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power of the turbine. The discrete probability at WRi , FRi, represents the fact
that available power is held at the scheduled power over a wind speeds range, from
the rated speed up to the cut-out speed. The discrete probability at 0, F0, represents
zero generation of electricity power for wind speeds lower than the cut-in speed and
higher than the cut-out speed.

Figure 2 Wind curve analysis example
where the impulse function has the property:
The total probability must be 1, so that where the impulse property in equation 21 has
been used to go from the second last line to the last line. The penalty cost function Cpi
given in equation 19 could then take the form of an expected value [1] where the
impulse response property was again used in going from the second to third line in
equation 24. The limits of the integral range over the wind power values that exceed
the nominated dispatched value WDi, up to and including the rated power of the
generator, WRi.

It is also possible to derive a mathematical model for the power

distribution function, such as the Weibull PDF used in Hetzer [1]. The approach taken
here will be to estimate the probability density function from historical data taken
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from wind power measurements over a period of time at the location of the wind
generator. Often this data is represented in the form of a histogram, as shown in figure
1. (Note: to simplify the explanations, the following derivations will be based on a
single wind generator, so that the subscript i can be dropped from the equations.) The
histogram divided the data into cells. The height of each cell is a measure of the time
spent per unit of power in delivering power in the corresponding power range. For
example, the generator spends f2 units of time per unit of power in delivering power
in the range W1 to W2. The area of each cell is the total time spent by the generator in
delivering power in that power range. For example, the time spent in delivering power
in the range W1 to W2 is Following on from equation 23, to be a measure of
probability, the total area of all cells must equal 1.0. This requires where NC is the
number of cells in the histogram. (NC = 6 in figure 3.) The original data probably
does not satisfy this condition.

However the original time per power data can be turned into a probability measure by
dividing all data by the total time, which is given by Hence The wind cost functions,
given as equations 20, 24, will be incorporated into an overall cost function that will
need to be minimized in order to find the optimal economic dispatch for all generators.
During the optimization process, the integrals in equations 24 will need to be
calculated for different values of WD (the scheduled power from the wind generator)
until a value for WD is found that forms part of the overall optimal solution.
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Figure 3 Assumption wind histogram

Program Systems
There are two systems has been built in this program, which are OWOG system One
wind turbine and one thermal generator system) and OWTG system(One wind turbine
and three thermal generator system). There is not numbers of the wind turbine system
simulation have two reasons:
(1). The wind histogram is based on the local wind power resources, so the histogram
will be same in a same location. Cause there is no long distance power transmission in
my program, I did not add more wind turbines.
(2). There is no difference when there are two wind turbines. The result will just have
another wind turbine WD. The optimal power flow is independent for every wind
turbines and generators.
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Figure 4 OWOG system network

Figure 5 OWTG system network
A wind power system at least one wind turbine and one thermal generator. The wind
turbine is aim to offer a much more cheaper and clean energy. The thermal generator
is aim to keep the load stable and offer the power that load minus power of wind
turbine. The result will be quite easy for the OWOG system. It is because ,when there
is only one wind turbine and one thermal generator in a system, the load demand is
equal to the wind power and generator power sum value. In other words, the result of
program can be check is that way.
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Coding
There are no meaning for just those above equations. The equations have to be used in
the coding progress. For example:
Ci = ai + bi PGi + ci PGi 2

Equation 5[1]

Equation 3 is defined as an equation to calculate generator power cost. And it was
used from both OWOG and OWTG system. The code has been shown below.
//Calculation of the cost function
y=0;
psum=0;
for i=1:NGen
y=y+c(i,1)+c(i,2)*x(i)+c(i,3)*x(i)^2;
psum=psum+x(i);
end
c(i,1)+c(i,2)*x(i)+c(i,3)*x(i)^2 is the equation application. The y is the above
generator cost. (If we are calculate the generator 2, then y is the cost of generator
1)And if we are calculate generator, the y will 0. The y has altready been set to 0 as
start value. The code shows the sum of generator cost, and it will be needed when the
OPT program are run.
To calculate the cost for each generator, the i have been set to from 1 to the number of
generator. For OWOG system i will keep at 1, and for OWTG the equation will be
calculate three times for i=1, i=2 and i=3. The advantage of " for i=1:NGen" is that
the code is suitable with any number of the wind turbines and generators system.
For calculating the wind power cost, the penalty cost and the reserve cost are the most
important. The wind power cost has been shown below. The direct cost (Cd) has been
set as a constant.
CW = Cd (W) + Cp (w − W) + Cr (W − w)

Equation 14[1]

This equation cannot be just put in the code, because it is too unclear to run in the
Scilab. And there is no wind histogram information in the equation. For transfer this
equation. I need to cut this equation in parts. As an example, the penalty cost equation
has been shown below.
W

Cp (w − W) = k p ∫W rated(w − W) fW (w)dw

Equation

23[1]
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When we put the area of the wind histogram in, the equation become:
w3

w4

w5

w6

Cp = k p [∫ (w − W)f3 dw + ∫ (w − W)f4dw + ∫ (w − W)f5 dw + ∫ (w − W)f6 dw]
w

w3

w

w4

w5

w

w

w

3

4

5

=k p [f3 ∫w 3(w − W)dw + f4 ∫w 4(w − W)dw + f5 ∫w 5(w − W)dw + f6 ∫w 6(w − W)dw]
1

W3

2

w

=k p [f3 [ w 2 − Ww]

1

W4

2

w3

+ f4 [ w 2 − Ww]

1

w5

2

w4

+ f5 [ w 2 − Ww]

1

w6

2

w3

+ f6 [ w 2 − Ww]

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

]

=k p [f3 [( W32 − WW3 ) − ( W 2 − W 2 )] + f4 [( W42 − WW4 ) − ( W32 − WW4 )] +
1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

⋯ f5 [( W52 − WW5 ) − ( W42 − WW4 )] + f6 [( W62 − WW6 ) − ( W52 − WW5 )]]
Equation 24

(Note: The more detailed description of how the equation has been shown before.
This part is mainly describe how the equation become to the Scilab code.)
After the transfer of the penalty cost equation, the code haven been set as below:
//Calculate the Expected value of the Penalty Cost
//
Cp = (WR-WD)*FR + WindHist(n,3)*((0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2 WD*WindHist(n,2))+0.5*WD^2);
n = n + 1;
while (n <= NC)
Cp = Cp + WindHist(n,3)*((0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2 - WD*WindHist(n,2))
-(0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2-WD*WindHist(n,1)));
n = n + 1;
end
There are two part of this code. which is the first part to calculated the start value of
the penalty cost. Second part is to calculated the following part of the penalty cost. So
there is why a limit of the number of cell in the code. (while (n <= NC)). The
reserve cost is similar with the penalty cost.
//Calculate the Expected value of the Reserve Cost
//
while ((WD > WindHist(n,2))&(n <= NC))
Cr = Cr +
WindHist(n,3)*((WD*WindHist(n,2)-0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2)-(WD*WindHist(n,1)
-0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2));
n = n + 1;
end
Cr = Cr + WindHist(n,3)*(0.5*WD^2 (WD*WindHist(n,1)-0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2));
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There is only one code of wind cost. It is because the equation is based on the
histogram, not the number of wind turbines. So, if the location is not changed the
histogram will not be changed. And one histogram is suitable for numbers of wind
turbines.

Programming
A simple flow chart has been shown below. the description for each part is followed.

Figure 6 Program flow chat

1.Create Initial network

A wind power plant has many details, but those are too complex to built a simulation.
As a suitable simulate system, some of the unimportant details are ignored. Then, the
remaining details must ensure the basic characteristic of programming is covered. As
this program, there are 3 generators and a wind turbine in the OWTG system simulate
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situation. And one generators and one turbine in OWOG system simulations. The
program also includes the variable wind speed information. The variable wind
information can be set by the users based on the fact condition.

2.Power value from thermal generators

OWOG and OWTG system have test system for each of them. The test system will be
generators only systems. The test system is aim to ensure the assumption of other
parameter. Where the load demand on the load side should very close to the sum of
output power from generators side for OWOG and OWTG system. The initial
coefficients of generators are based on Saadat reaches[6]. The most changes from all
parameters are constant K and the coefficient for thermal generators. Changing
parameter till the output power is close enough with load demand.

3.Demal value from wind turbine

After set up test system, the equation for wind turbine will be put it in the program.
which cover the cost equation, power calculation and histogram information. But for
the network, the change will just be a new wind turbine. There will no need to add
other wind turbines. There are two main reasons:
(1). The wind histogram is based on the local wind power resources, so the histogram
will be same in a same location. Cause there is no long distance power transmission in
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my program, I did not add more wind turbines.
(2). There is no difference when there are two wind turbines. The result will just have
another wind turbine WD. The optimal power flow is independent for every wind
turbines and generators.

4.Run simulation

After set up the system on code, the parameters should be adjust based on the result
till the result is reasonable.(The sum of power from wind turbine and generators
should equal to the load demand or very close) The parameter is include kp, kd, kr
and constant K. Adjust K to only make the result more close to the load in to 0.01
MW error, not to change WD.

5.Optimal cost result

The number of results should combine with the sum of number of wind turbines and
thermal generators commonly. But in this program which has only one wind turbine,
the WD can be calculated by using load minus generators power as a test.
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Numerical Result
The wind histogram has been shown below:
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Figure 7 Assumption wind histogram
This wind histogram is an assumption in the program. It is assumed based on two of
related articles. Krakow offer a almost prefect weibull function curve with the wind
histogram.[7] The Met Office also offer a fact record at Plymouth from year 2005 to
2007 as a reference. The record height is 30 m.[8] The graph has been shown below:
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Figure 8 Wind histogram fact example
This graph is made by 25,203 valid data points, and it is fit with the weibull function
distribution. Although the horizontal axis is wind speed, the wind speed can be
calculated to scheduled power as a given system situation. The wind calculation
progress has been shown below:
The definition of wind energy is:
1

E = mv 2
2

equation 25[10]

For wind power, the above equation transfer to:
1

1

1

E = 2 mv 2 = 2 (Avtρ)v 2 = 2 Atρv 3

equation 26[10]

Then, the wind power is equal to:
P=

E
t

1

= 2 Aρv 3

equation 27[10]

For making the program in Scialb is simpler and clear, I set the scheduled wind power
as the variable rather than the wind speed.

This bar chart is an assumption. It can be adjust by user's fact condition. The detailed
matrix has been shown below(The last row is the Probability):
W0
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11
W12

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

180
270
510
780
1000
1000
1170
1150
1070
850
710
590
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W12
W13
W14
W15
W16
W17
W18
W19
W20
W21
W22

120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
1000

W13
W14
W15
W16
W17
W18
W19
W20
W21
W22
W23

450
350
320
210
140
120
80
60
40
10
0

Table 1 Assumption Wind Histogram
The OWOG system network has shown below:

Figure 9 OWOG system

Run the program the result for OWOG system is shown below:
Thermal
Generator
WD

413.89 MW
86.11 MW

Table 2 OWOG Result

According to the result of OWOG system, a line chart has been shown below:
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Unit: MW

Figure 10 OWOG system Program result
The black line is the WD, which is the optimal program result. This line chart shows
the variable of the WD. When the WD is higher than 86.11 MW, the cost will be more
to ask the thermal generator to compensate, because the wind turbine cannot offer that
much power to system. When the WD is been set lower than the 86.11 MW, the wind
power will be wasted. Because the wind power is cheaper. The OWTG system result
is similar with the OWOG system. And the OWTG system result has been shown
below.
Thermal
Generator 1
Thermal
Generator 2
Thermal
Generator 3
WD

361.21 MW
224.14 MW
132.76 MW
81.89 MW

Table 3 OWTG system program result
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Unit: MW

Figure 11 OWTG system Program result
When the WD is higher than 81.89 MW, the cost will be more to ask the thermal
generator to compensate, because the wind turbine cannot offer that much power to
system. Overload power put is cost a lot and have bad effective with the system.
When the WD is been set lower than the 86.11 MW, the cheap wind power is not been
used fully.

Generally, the over 80MW WD can only be represented by a wind farm, which has
multiple wind turbines. The assumption of wind resource is not the actual wind
resource record and leads to this deviation which WD is higher than 80 MW.

Future work Research
The intermittent wind generation in optimal power flow dispatching is an initial step
to optimize a project. So, there will be more detailed selection to effect the optimal
result. They are: transmission limit, power losses.
1. transmission limit
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There will always be a limit when transmit the power. The limit value can be easy to
added in the program by set a power range.
For example, After the load demand
Prang(1,:)=[100,200];
Prang(2,:)=[50,200];
The number in the bracket is the number of generator and wind turbine. This can be
set as the fact situation.
2. power losses
Similar with the transmission limit, the Power losses should also added in the input
data sheet as a estimated value.
Or to calculated the power loss, there will be a ploss equation after the power sum
equation.
For example:
Psum=Psum+x(i);
Ploss=Ploss+B(i)*x(i)^2
The start value of calculation is also important. Commonly the start value is set as 0.
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Conclusion
This paper offer a method to optimize wind power flow. It is an initial step to optimize
a wind system. The program network is enough fixable for many situation. There is
no limit for numbers of wind turbines and thermal generators. As the different wind
resources location, the input of wind histogram can be adjust by the local situation. If
there is any need for long distance power transmission for wind power, the program is
allowed to add different wind turbines by keeping numbers of different wind
histogram.

As the result of the OWOG system, a WD will show the optimal power flow set up
for a given system. If the wind turbine is asked by more power than WD. Because the
wind turbine cannot offer that much power to system, the cost will be more to ask the
thermal generator to compensate. Conversely, if the wind turbine is asked less then
WD, the wind power will be wasted. Because the wind power is cheaper. This result is
a average solution to solve the intermittent wind power flow optimal problem. In
detail, may be in some of the point of other WD, the cost will be cheap than the
optimal result in numbers of cells of wind histogram. But in average the optimal result
is the best set solution.

The program is fixable to any wind project. It can be used to test a built wind power
plant or estimate a wind power plant plan. This method is a basic way to optimize
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intermittency of wind power. There will be more complex way to do so at following
step.
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APPENDIX A
OWOG System code
funcprot(0);
function Cwind=WindCosts(NC, FO, FR, WindHist, kd, kp, kr, WR, WD)
//This function computes the expected cost of scheduling power from a wind generator
//Last Revision: 25 Oct 2015
//
//Initialise sums
n = 1;
Cr = WD*FO;
//Calculate the Expected value of the Reserve Cost
//
while ((WD > WindHist(n,2))&(n <= NC))
Cr = Cr +
WindHist(n,3)*((WD*WindHist(n,2)-0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2)-(WD*WindHist(n,1)-0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2));
n = n + 1;
end
Cr = Cr + WindHist(n,3)*(0.5*WD^2 - (WD*WindHist(n,1)-0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2));
//Calculate the Expected value of the Penalty Cost
//
Cp = (WR-WD)*FR + WindHist(n,3)*((0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2 - WD*WindHist(n,2))+0.5*WD^2);
n = n + 1;
while (n <= NC)
Cp = Cp + WindHist(n,3)*((0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2 - WD*WindHist(n,2))
-(0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2-WD*WindHist(n,1)));
n = n + 1;
end
//Calculate wind power total cost
Cp = kp*Cp; Cr = kr*Cr; Cd = kd*WD;
Cwind= Cd + Cp + Cr;
mprintf("Cw = %8.4f; Cp = %8.4f; Cr = %8.4f\n", Cd, Cp, Cr)
endfunction
// Test Bed for the Wind Cost function
funcprot(0)
function y=cost(x)
//Calculation of the cost function
y=0;
psum=0;
for i=1:NGen
y=y+c(i,1)+c(i,2)*x(i)+c(i,3)*x(i)^2;
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psum=psum+x(i);
end
//Include constraint that generation = demand
y=y+WindCosts(NC, FO, FR, WindHist, kd, kp, kr, WR, x(2))
y=y+0.05*(Pdemand-psum)^2
endfunction
// Wind Generator Cost Parameters
kd = 1;
kp = 1;
kr = 1;
NC = 23;
FO = 0;
FR = 0;
WR=1.0;
WindHist = [0, 10, 180;
10, 20, 270;
20, 30, 510;
30, 40, 780;
40, 50, 1000;
50, 60, 1000;
60, 70, 1170;
70, 80, 1150;
80, 90, 1070;
90, 100, 850;
100, 110, 710;
110, 120, 590;
120, 130, 450;
130, 140, 350;
140, 150, 320;
150, 160, 210;
160, 170, 140;
170, 180, 120;
180, 190, 80;
190, 200, 60;
200, 210, 40;
210, 220, 10;
220,1000,0;];
//Compute scale factor that converts histogram to a PDF
scale = FO + FR;
for i=1:NC
scale = scale + (WindHist(i,2)-WindHist(i,1))*WindHist(i,3);
end
kp=kp/scale; kr=kr/scale;
//
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//Economic Dispatch Program
//Input Data
NGen=1;
c(1,:)=[500,5.3,0.004];

Pdemand = 500;
//Starting Simplex Vertices
p0(1)=Pdemand/2;
p0(2)=Pdemand/2;

//Run the Nelder-mead Simplex Optimization Algorithm
opt=optimset("MaxIter",200);
[PG Ctotal]=fminsearch(cost,p0,opt);
//Print Results
mprintf("\nMinimum Location:")
for i=1:NGen
mprintf("%8.2f",PG(i))
end
mprintf("\n")
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APPENDIX B
OWTG System code
funcprot(0);
function Cwind=WindCosts(NC, FO, FR, WindHist, kd, kp, kr, WR, WD)
//This function computes the expected cost of scheduling power from a wind generator
//Last Revision: 25 Oct 2015
//
//Initialise sums
n = 1;
Cr = WD*FO;
//Calculate the Expected value of the Reserve Cost
//
while ((WD > WindHist(n,2))&(n <= NC))
Cr = Cr +
WindHist(n,3)*((WD*WindHist(n,2)-0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2)-(WD*WindHist(n,1)-0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2));
n = n + 1;
end
Cr = Cr + WindHist(n,3)*(0.5*WD^2 - (WD*WindHist(n,1)-0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2));
//Calculate the Expected value of the Penalty Cost
//
Cp = (WR-WD)*FR + WindHist(n,3)*((0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2 - WD*WindHist(n,2))+0.5*WD^2);
n = n + 1;
while (n <= NC)
Cp = Cp + WindHist(n,3)*((0.5*WindHist(n,2)^2 - WD*WindHist(n,2))
-(0.5*WindHist(n,1)^2-WD*WindHist(n,1)));
n = n + 1;
end
//Calculate wind power total cost
Cp = kp*Cp; Cr = kr*Cr; Cd = kd*WD;
Cwind= Cd + Cp + Cr;
mprintf("Cw = %8.4f; Cp = %8.4f; Cr = %8.4f\n", Cd, Cp, Cr)
endfunction
// Test Bed for the Wind Cost function
funcprot(0)
function y=cost(x)
//Calculation of the cost function
y=0;
psum=0;
for i=1:NGen
y=y+c(i,1)+c(i,2)*x(i)+c(i,3)*x(i)^2;
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psum=psum+x(i);
end
//Include constraint that generation = demand
y=y+0.05*(Pdemand-psum)^2+WindCosts(NC, FO, FR, WindHist, kd, kp, kr, WR, x(4))
endfunction
// Wind Generator Cost Parameters
kd = 1.0;
kp = 1.0;
kr = 1.0;
NC = 23;
FO = 0;
FR = 0;
WR=1.0;
WindHist = [0, 10, 180;
10, 20, 270;
20, 30, 510;
30, 40, 780;
40, 50, 1000;
50, 60, 1000;
60, 70, 1170;
70, 80, 1150;
80, 90, 1070;
90, 100, 850;
100, 110, 710;
110, 120, 590;
120, 130, 450;
130, 140, 350;
140, 150, 320;
150, 160, 210;
160, 170, 140;
170, 180, 120;
180, 190, 80;
190, 200, 60;
200, 210, 40;
210, 220, 10;
220, 1000, 0.00;];
//Compute scale factor that converts histogram to a PDF
scale = FO + FR;
for i=1:NC
scale = scale + (WindHist(i,2)-WindHist(i,1))*WindHist(i,3);
end
kp=kp/scale; kr=kr/scale;
//
//Economic Dispatch Program
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//Input Data
NGen=3;
c(1,:)=[500,5.3,0.004];
c(2,:)=[400,5.5,0.006];
c(3,:)=[200,5.8,0.009];
Pdemand = 800;
//Starting Simplex Vertices
p0(1)=Pdemand/4;
p0(2)=Pdemand/4;
p0(3)=Pdemand/4;
p0(4)=Pdemand/4;
//Run the Nelder-mead Simplex Optimization Algorithm
opt=optimset("MaxIter",2000);
[PG Ctotal]=fminsearch(cost,p0,opt);
//Print Results
mprintf("\nMinimum Location:")
for i=1:NGen
mprintf("%8.2f",PG(i))
end
mprintf("\n")

